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SUMMARY
The distribution and .status uf Phu^colorny.s fnitchttli in South Australia

are discussed. Material or tho species from the South-Eastern Division of South
Australia is compared with that from highland districts of east Victoria and
New South Wales and found to he close thereto. The use of a sub-specific
name based on P. niger GouJd 1863 to distinguish the former, a;* done hy Ire-

dale and Troughton, is contraindicated. The status or" P, niger is considered and
reasons given for sinking the name or limiting it to vandal usage.

In preparing a general account of the hairy-nosed \vombat (Lasiorhinus
latifrotis Owen) in South Australia, various matters involving the associated

bare-nosed wombat have come up foi consideration. This is the species vari-

ously known in recent years as Vombatus hirsuius Perry, or Vombatus ur.Wm/,s*

phtyrhinus Owen, but which earlier was long known by the well-stabilized

if technically irregular term, Phascolomys mitchelU Owen. Longman (1939)
has given reasons for rejecting Perry's name hir&ultts and these are accepted by
Tate (1951), and until much more impressive evidence of the distinctness of

phtyrhintis is presented, there are obvious advantages iti retaining the well-

used and earlier mitchelli, and this course is followed here.

While L. lalifrons is a prominent and characteristic South Australian animal,
P, mitchelli in this State is a mere outlier of the main eastern population, and
being a much more obscure living creature, its status and distribution are less

known. The chief matters to be discussed in this note are (1) the detailed
distribution in South Australia, (2) the relation of the South Australian popu-
lation to that of Victoria and New South Wales, and (3) tho status of Phas-
colomys niger Gould, 1863.

DISTRIBUTION
The main occurrence iif Mitchell's Wombat in South Australia lies almost

entirely within the South-Eastern Division of the State, but has a slight north-

western extension into the lakes region at the Murray mouth. The most
southerly record supported by material is at Port Macdonncll on the far south
coast, and the most northerly at Murray Bridge (Wood Jones, 1924), but it is

uncertain whether the latter, being based on two cave skulls, is a true riverine

extension of recent time or is sub-fossil. Apart from this minor incursion, the
species has not been reported from any part of the true mallec area, as wc
know it here, though many of the Coorong sites are fringed on the landward
side with the mallee-Iike FAtcalyptus angulosum. I know of no records west of
the Murray River.

The South-Eastern Division has its northern boundary at lat. 35°50' south
approximately, and includes the lands to the south between the Victorian
border and the sea. Its five counties have an area of about six million acres
and include the highest rainfall areas of the State, with mean annual falls rang-
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»ng from 30 incites in the south to 20 in the north. In strong contrast to the
eastern habitats of the species, which lie for the most p;irt in highland ^leuv
with altitudes ranging up to 50(A) feet or more, the- present district is Hat -and

low-lying, much ot it being but little above sea level, and its highest points
(except for a few volcanic cones) arc but a few hundred feet and are ti> be
found on the crests of the numerous lines of consolidated dimes which rib the
country from south to north, its south-central portion is subject to winter
flooding and the vegetation varies from extensive. low Iveaths of leptospcrmums,.
banksias and casuarinas to scferophyll forest of considerable growth, consisting

mostly of E. ohllqua and K, vittritmlis with a floor fairly densely covered with
bracken and low shrubs.

P. miichelli occurs sporadically at least over most of this area, with the
possible exception of the north-east corner beyond the railway line in the
counties of Cardwell and Buckingham. Its permanent colonics, however, arc
largely restricted to two long, narrow, north-south tones', the first following the
coast and the second mote or less parallel to the Victorian border. The coastal
/.one is especially characteristic and presents features quite different from either

the heath or stringy bark forest. Much of it is treeless or sparsely clad with the
.so-called dryland titreo (Mehdcnca pithescens). Limestone rangelets or low
clilfs or outcrops are frequent, and the terrain is diversified by swamp and
freshwater lakes of considerable extent, and is interlaced by dense jungles of

melaleueas and giant cutting grass (Gahnia spp.). This type of habitat is h<*st

developed in the 60-mile tract between Knngorong and Robe, where at may
be 10 miles deep or more, and includes portions of the Mr. Uun\ Woakwine,
Black and other ranges and the chain of lakes from Lake lionney to I ;-*ke

Ilawden. It is here that the best chance of permanent survival of P. mitchelU
in South Australia lies, as much of Jt is comparatively inaccessible and unutilized,

and shelters some huge wairens with great cave-like entrances which are known
to hove been occupied for the century or more of European settlement.

The physiugraphfcal unit mast characteristic of the ecology of J\ mifchdll
in tins part of the country is created by a combination of low limestone cliffs

and breakaways in which the entrances to the warrens are commonly situated,

adjacent to a freshwater swamp or lake-shore, where the roots of swamp plants
which form the staple of its diet arc easily excavated, and the whole is com-
monly occluded by dense, fringing thickets. Such combinations arc also found
north of Kobe (though in much less depth) throughout the coastwise portions

of Macdonncll and along the landward side of the Coorong in Cardwell up
to the south and eastern shores of Lakes Albert and Alexandrina, but the
numbers of wombats fall off considerably as one goes north. The eastern tract

is much narrower <iud dues not extend as far north as the coastwise one, and is

considerably less tugged and secluded. Tt extends, with numerous hieaks. along
(be horder country from Counts* Caroline, in the south almost t" the Tafnira.

The Gave Range and the Cap Range between Padthaway and Naracoortc are

typical, but the colonies here are smaller and more exposed to human interfer-

ence iftan on the coast.

Thes^ two main belts of permanent occupation act as reservoirs from which,
bom time to time, excess wombats are pushed out from overcrowded warrens
to exploit new habitats of suitable character in the intervening areas. The pre-

if-vs is highly selective as to sites and level headix in particular, are seldom,
iT ever, colonized. In 1920, for example, wombats from near the inflow of the

Murray into Lake Alexandrina invaded a sandy undulating area of broom and
callitrK scrub in the Hundred of Seymour between Tailcm Bend and Cooks
Plains. This is the most northerly occurrence in South Australia of which I
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have personal knowledge, and in much the most arid surroundings, hut it was
short-lived. Similar excursions from tiws Coorong Hive fluctuating wombat popu-
lotions CO the long chain of depressions known locally as the Flootlwater, which
lies parallel with the Conrone in County Cardwoll, and which is occasionally

flooded with freshwater by an overflow from the lower south-cast district. Some
ot these colonies are as much as 17 miles from the coast.

The habits of wombats In these newly established communities are often

somewhat different from those in the parent colonics. In the latter, especially

when in proximity to settlements, they are generally excessively shy, quite

.strictly nocturnal and cryptic iu all their movements, and until motor transport

with its night-lighting of roads and paddocks by headlamps became common, it

was not unusual to find settlers who had spent a lifetime in close proximity to

occupied warrens without once sighting the occupants. II is usually very diffi-

cult to get specimens from these old warrens hi deep limestone. The inmates
are wary of traps and pitfalls and will endure long periods of lasting in the

burrows, or break nut through a new exit, rather than risk ground that has

been interfered with, and short of bulldozing the whole structure into nibble

nod driving I ho animals into nets, little will avail.

In about 1930, a relatively new colony was located in the Hundred of

Joanna, near the Victorian border. 1 visited it in 1933 and found it situated in

stringy bark forest 0t) a rise of deep sandy soil carrying a heavy growth of

bracken. Burrows were numerous over an area of two or three acres. i\nd the

occurrence was atypical in that there were no limestone or other rocky out-

crops anywhere in the vicinity, and wombats were much more in evidence than

is usually the ease, and had been doing heavy damage (o fencing. With the

aid of a settler anil a fos terrier, we were able to obtain four very easily

in a mornings work. The procedure was to send the &<\g into Ihe warren

to locate the wombat. On his doing so, the latter attempts to crush the dog
against the roof of the tunnel by butting upwards with his powerful hindquarters,

ant! careless or overeager dogs are sometimes killed in this way. When the

two make contact, a muffled uproar ensucs r which is easily located at the sur-

face, so that one may dig direcrly down upon the disputants, release the dog
and secure the wombat, They struggle violently when taken and are extremely

powerful, but make no attempt to bite if the head is avoided. They were de-

spatched easily with chloroform. In May. one large female was found to he
carrying a naked pouch young.

Most of the burrows here were quite shallow and short, sometimes no

mure than two feet deep and ten feet long, but in one case where the wombat
could not be overtaken, the burrow had extended 40 feet from the entrance

and descended to sir feet when the attempt was abandoned. Two years earlier,

this same settlor., using ihe ^mf technique (but without the anaesthetic) had
killed 20 wombats in this colony within a few weeks.

This is much the easiest method ol obtaining undamaged specimens, but

& only practicable undei the unusual circumstances of the above occurrence

In the high country betweeu Tumbarumba and Batlow in the Tnmuf dislnrl of

New South Wales. 1 have seen P. mitchrfli taken very easily by flooding the

warrens by short circuiting the heads nf creeks with a shallow race to the

mouth of a burrow at n lower level.

Increase in laud utilization in the South-Eastern Division of South Australia,

which has been preatly accelerated in recent years, will inevituhly reduce the

tolul wombat population to some extent But short of a widespread epidemic
of disease or systematic persecution with extermination as its deliberate object-.
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there seems no reason why i*. mitchelli shuuld not maintain a strong hoirT in this
Stato indefinitely.

TKR RELATION OF THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN POPULATION
TO THAT OF VICTORIA AND NEW SOUTH WALES

Although no detailed work has been done which would Justify a fixed
opinion on the matter, it is easy at the present time to gain the impression hy
random interrogation that F. mitchelli is much less well represented in the
Victorian districts west of Melbourne, than elsewhere in its overall range. In
south-eastern Souda Australia on the one hand, and in north-eastern Victoria.
Gippsland, and south-eastern New South Wales, on the other, the presence <rt

wombats is universally known to bush naturalists, il only through the evi-
dence of worked warrens. But in much of western Victoria, there seems t<i be
little or no such knowledge of it. This is substantially true, fox example, of
such "likely" areas as the" Otway Peninsula and the Grampian Hills, which
abound in what would be considered typical wombat country in this State.

The only recent occurrences known to mc (excepting the immediate vicinity
of the border) are in the (Victorian) Black Range west of the Grampians and
at Bridgewater Bay in the Portland District, east of the Glenclg River. The
latter is an apparently vigorous colony and stragglers from it have been seen
in the Surrey iiiver scrubs, twelve miles north, and in earlier years it evidently
had a coastal and sub-coastal extension to the east, as specimens ih the National
Museum, Melbourne, come from Port Fairy (1912), Warrnambool (1857) r

and
Mortlake (1911); other western specimens in the same collection are from CViIac
(1866) just north of the Otway Ranges, and Lyonville (1908) on the Dividing
Range.

Jf a discontinuity does actually exist between the population of New South
Wales and eastern Victoria, on the one hand, ami the South -Eastern Division
oi Sfputfi Australia on thp other, it would tend to support the action of IrcdaJe
and Troughton (1934. p. 34) in applying a sub-specific name to the latter,

though, as 1 shall show, the name used and the characters on which it is based,
have been erroneously chosen, Meanwhile, as no direct comparisons have
hitherto been made, 1 have assembled the relevant material which is available
locally, and done so, with results which arc summarized below under the three
heads of dimensions, pelage and cranial characters.

The South Australian material from the South-Eastern Division includes
11 skins and 21 skulls, which arc fully localized and a lurther five skins and
rune skulls which are from Zoological Garden exhibits in Adelaide and which
are probahly of the same preeaptivc origin as the rest. The Victorian and
.New South Wales collections comprise seven skins and eight skulls all fully
localized arid are from the Wombat Range area south-east of Benalla in north-
east Victoria and from the Murray Range area of the Tumut district of New
South Wales, The data quoted and conclusions drawn, ar* based entirely on
the localised material.

ExrtKNAL Dimensions

Reliable dimensions, personally made upon animals in the flesh, are avail-
able for four examples only — three of them from the Joanna colony of South
Australia mentioned above, and one from the Tumut district of New South
Wales. These are quoted in full below for record purposes (Table 1), but are
uf little use in a comparison of populations, owing to marked differences of age,
the New South Wales specimen being very aged and emaciated, and the others
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scarcely adult. Dimensions of total length and pes length have been collected
from the skins examined, but they are so often falsified by distortion that to
quote them here is to confuse the issue. All that can be said here under tin's

head is that the average size Of the eastern highland animal may be a little

larger than in South Australia, and the feet perhaps proportionally stouter and
with heavier digits and claws. However, the skull series from South Australia
contains examples much larger than any belonging to the South Australian skins
examined, and considerably larger than the largest eastern skulls available, so
that even in this there is uncertainty.

TABLE I

iSouth Australia N.S.W.

$ gj ¥ $
Young adult Siib-uflult Yoim# adult Very aged

Total length: dorsal contour 80o turn 82t> mm Sim mm WO mm
Toil: from anus 62 62 47
Tail: from dorsal ffaxiCfl 28 27 20 *

,.

Chest. girth 630 r>so 650 (M0
Mid gfrlh ~Jm 730
Maims length 70 68 77 83
Null of 3rd digit 22 21 27 33
Pes length (s. u.) H3 "8 82 93
Nuil of 3rd digit 23 23 27 29
Ear, length 68 70 70 70
jSai, max. breadth 40 3* 36 43
Rhinarium to eye 72 67 72 85
Eye to <mr 90 on i>7 100
Eye. Uitoreumthjil width 18 17 IS ___

Weight in lbs. 43 35 4H 51

External dimensions of Vhascatomy* miUfalU Owen.

Peiage

In general colour, the South Australian skins, with one exception, are a
comparatively uniform batch of grizzled drab dorsal colour. The basal colour
on the dorsum is a variable brown or drab, rather markedly contrasted with the
terminal (external) effect, which is a blend of brown or drab ticked with the
dull white or ivory of the sub-terminal band and with the black or bistre of
the tips and guards. There is a fairly constant darkening on the crown and
nape and sometimes on the rump, and the back may be irregularly mottled
where the basal colour is locally more in evidence than the grilling. The facial
areas arc pale drab and less ticked lhan the back, and there is a patch of greyish
white at the base of the ears. The sides arc grizzled like the back, but paler
and the entire ventrmn is externally palo drab or greyish white without grizzling,
except for a variably developed belt across the mid-belly, The ear backs arid
dorsum of manus and pes are darkened to a variable brown or drab without
grizzling. Length of coat, density and coarseness all vary within wide limits.

The single exception represents the "yellow" phase of Thomas (1888) and
of Could (1863, op. cit, pi. 58). The dorsal coat is very shorty rather soft and
a uniform pale buffy drab, very obscurely ticked with slightly darker buff. There
is practically no darkening or other differentiation of crown, car backs, manus
or pes, and the sides and ventrum arc much like the back.
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The "black" phase is absent from the South Australian material examined,

though Wood Jones (1924, p. 264) records it as occurring here. The ear in

all tile South Australian specimens is small and normal for Phascolomys,

The eastern batch of seven skins from east Victoria and New South Wales
arc much more variable, but fall into two camps -lour "blacks*

1

and three

grizzled greys. The latter are very similar indeed to the South Australian skins

of the same category, but have a denser and somewhat longer coat, and Veil-

trally ore darker and more grizzled over the mid-belly, though this is not

constant,

The four "blacks" are erythrislic rather than melanistie variants, and are

very uniformly coloured on all surfaces- The entire dorsum is a rich ferru-

ginous umber with a variable overlay of black or bistre, but scarcely any
ticking. The distinction of (he basal dorsal colour from the terminal external

colour which is a marked and constant feature of the yjrey pelage from both

areas, is very much reduced and the sides, ventrum, limbs, manus. pes and
ear backs arc all coloured much like the back. The coat is sometimes con-

spicuously coarse and bristly on the forebaeks and aims. I cannot confirm the

opinion oh A. S. le Souef (1926). that the two main colour phases occur in

uniform mutually exclusive populations- Both in the Victorian and New South
Wales portions of die collection, "blacks" and greys were taken in close proxim-
ity. There appears to be no cranial distinction whatever between them.

When examples in corresponding phases of pelage are compared, the.

general agreement between the eastern specimens here examined and those of

south-eastern South Australia is quite close In spite of the marked physical

differences in tlun'r habitats. With adequate scries there tS little doubt that a

considerable pruportion <<f the gjvy skins from the two areas would be virtually

identical

,

Cranial Charxctkiis

The range and approvimalc mean lor 14 cranial dimensions of four adult

skulls from east Victoria and New South Wales, on the one hand ? and 13 adult

skulls Irom the South-Eastern Division of South Australia are shown in Table 2.

As emits than half the crania are not sexed, the sexual factor has l>een ignored

in the group comparison. The age criterion generally adopted was die closure

ol cither one or both of i\m hasieranial sutures. There is much irregularity

in thii closure as between the two sites. Usually the posterior (basioccipitub

basisphcnoid ) precedes the anterior (hasisphenoid-presphenoid ), but I here are

numerous exceptions. However, the time of closure at either site is sufficiently

delayed to exclude obvious sub-adults, and is a better guide than the coronal

suture, which is occluded much earlier. The values quoted for the basicraniaJ

and basjfacial axes and the facial index are approximate only as the landmark
when the suture was closed had to be estimated from the general appearance

of the hone and tin's was sometimes unrevcaling,

The range for Ihe. South Australian sjroup is invariably wider than for the

eastern four, and provides in every case a -t overlap of die latter. The differ-

ence in the means evcerds 2 p.c. in only two values. The length of diastema is

lower ( — o p.c.) in South Australian skulls, and the anterior palatal foramina

also lower (—17 p.c. J. The latter figure is calculated upon the maximum
length observed: but the pair are often very unequally developed and when a

mean value of both is employed, the difference drops to (—10 p.c). From
this very unequal sample, therefore., it rnjgjll be inferred that the South Aus-

tralian skui! is metrically very close to that of the Victorian and New South

AVales highland*, with perhaps a tendency to a slightly shorter muzzle region,
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aud a rather decidedly shorter anterior palatal foramen. It shows no reduction
in overall size, but on the contrary its largest examples somewhat exceed the
largest available from the eastern group.

In non-metrical characters, the skulls From the two groups show very marked
individual variation, though the range of this is necessarily somewhat greater in

the larger South Australian series, and the average age in the eastern group
is somewhat higher. Even so, it is possible to select numerous pairs from the
two areas wliich are virtually identical both in size and structure and tlus

correspondence would probably be increased if more eastern material were
available.

TABLE 2.

Kastom Victoria South Eastern
ami Southern N JS.YV. Hotith Australia N.« YV S. Aunt,.

4 Adult*
(J^) 13 AiUihn ($;)

166-6-108 •!) (JKO-I)

1 A. hill. I Atluft

Urvatoat length 17G-9-1S6-0 (182-ti) 1*86*0 187 7
Uasal length 1 &&-<•&I'&E-ti (KU-H) U8S-176 (101-3) 10a-O lttl-H
<"JrwUe*L bromlth 120 -0-130 -U (133 -fl) 121 '7-146-5 (134-3) 1 34 1 133 -5
Nasal » ]t>ugt'}i 71 •(». 7(>-!l (73 -<i) ok- i- kj-8 (Sa*n) 7fi • D 72<>
Nasulu groatost broadtli .-,(»•.V $J*fi |ftM) is--;*- 57-7 t5ih&! 33-9 55-9
Lftn,*t mttu*orhituI broadtli $}•& t>3-5 (57-S) ,>2 0- 65 «8 (58-0) v>8-5 5K-7
Lc-Hst mtei'toniporal hrondth 1.V3- 47- "2 (4.1 -S) 41 M- .V2-* (45-8) 46-7 48*7
Folate longth 103-o-tn-n (107-0) 'J6-5-li!J-2 (10S-1) 111-5 111-2
Diastema length M>1- 44-5 (41-3) 33.-0* 47 il (3it-3) 44-T> M0 -5

Ant. palatal foramina l:M>- 13 7 fa) -4} (1-7- 14H Ul-1) 13-5 1 1-0
HaRioraniji! a>:?« "il-.> 03 -G (5| -6) 10 -0 gs-0 Jfrfr-'S) 01 -S m-o
Hac?ifW*jj*l iixij; H)7*f>.llrt-5 (112-3) 103-8- 120*5 (l!0-y) 116-5 in l

l^iit:i»J imlrx 204-7-220-2 (210-6) 10i-H-236-5 (217-1) aw -a sim
P*M* ul-0- 53-6 (52-1) 45*7- ftS-5 (51 -4) 51 -1J •>.V7

Skull dlutS&U&fOliu of Phtwoloinya mitchtdti Owen.

The slight differences which have been brought to light by this examination
of external and cranial characters are much less impressive than (he general
agreement and suggest that the two groups studied are essentially one population
and that the discontinuity in the range in western Victoria (if real) is of very
recent origin.

Whether such differences as can be made out call for trinomial distinction

may be left for future work on more comprehensive series to decide, but from
what has been done it is obvious that a name based on P. niger Gould, a form
supposedly of small size, with an car like J.ttsiorhitnts and black coat colour, is

quite unsuitable..

THE STATUS OF P. NICER GOUT.D LS63

In ISfi^ Could (op. cit. text to Pi. GO) made a brief reference under this

name to a Zoological Gardens exhibit m London of a melanistie bare-nosed
wombat, which was staled to have a long, pointed ear as in Laviorliinm latifrons.

No material of the original specimen h certainly preserved, it was not figured,

and ils place of origin was unknown. Attempts have been made to supply all

three of these deficiencies with the result that the name and what it connotes
have falleu into inextricable confusion. Thus:

(1) Thomas (1888, p. 215) selected a specimen "h" of the British Museum
collection as Ihr. "probable type of P, nigcr Gould" This, however, is an
enormous wombat with a skull of basal length 1 HB mm., which is far larger
than the largest examples in the collection wliich I have just examined, which
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includes some unusually large crania. This circumstance conflicts sharply with
the later ideas which evolved $£ to the nature of P. niger which have, tended

to regard it as a small or men dwarfish form.

(2) Tate (1951, p. 7) considered that Gould had figured P\ m$>vr in Iris

Mammals of Australia, though lie admitted that the name was riot directly asso-

ciated with any illustration. The two plates 55 and 56 of blackish wombats in

Gould's work are both labelled P vombolns and represent blackish phases of

the Tasmanian wombat (P. tasmaniewsis of later authors) which has normally
short ears which arc sufficiently well shown. They do not, in my opinion, repre-

sent Gould's P. w&cr

(3) Gould (1863, text to plate fiO) attempted to make good the deficiency

of locality by equating P, ni^cr to a blackish form described by the natives to

Angas (1.861) as inhabiting the Murray scrubs of South Australia and con-
trasted by them with a "big yellow fellow". Here again Gould fell into confu-

sion which has been confounded by some later commentators. His attempts

to liuk P. niger with the dark wombat of the river front is defeated by the obvious
identity of this animal with IMSinrhinu* latlfrom. A frequent, perhaps even
normai colour ot well-nourished young adult La&iorhinus in fresh pelage is a

dark, blackish grey — the mottled reddish grey skins which arc common in col-

lections are. nearly always Iroiu emaciated, aged and feeble wombats which
abound in most warrens and are easily collected by reason of their habit of

basking in a semi-comatose condition on top of the burrow. To the natives, who
are connoisseurs of meat, the "blaek'-eoated examples would hold pride of place

hi their accounts to a stranger., while the supemumary "greys" might well be
overlooked. No wombat is a permanent denizen of the deep mallee areas

of South Australia, but Lnxiorhlnus alone does penetrate it from the River

Murray flats to a depth of a mile or two, in the readies between the Chucka
Bend and Morgan. On the other hand., the "bfg yellow fellow" fits some phases

of P. mitchelli quile well and both species would be known to natives who
hutltcd the lower reaches of the river and the area about the lakes and the

Murray mouth, and who presumably were Angass informants. Krcfft's record

of P. nigcr from Pt Lincoln (infra) and that of R. Tate (187*)) bom the Hniula

Plateau of tiie Eucta district, ate probably both based on the same misconcep-

fion as the above.

Iji (lie century which has elapsed since Gould wrote, no evidence of

recent wombats other than Lasiorhinmi htijrom has been adduced in the regions

between the Murray and the Western Australian bolder, except at the southern

extremity of E>re Peninsula where the rainfall rises to nearly 20 inches and
reaches the limiting value of the P. mitchelli habitats of the South-Eastern

Division of the Stale. The existence here of a small wombat of PhaKcoloHtitx

type- is confirmed by the presence of material in the South Australian Museum.
Kreftt (1871, I S72) reported tire presence of P. ni«er Gould in the same area,

and although the record was probably due to confusion with L. tetifmwt, it has

prompted kedale and Troughton (1934) to postulate the existence of a sub-

species of P. mitchelli corresponding in characters to Goulds original state-

ments on P. niger as to its melanism and long pointed ear (and to which has
been later added small size as well), and ranging from western Victoria over the

whole of lower South Australia to Eyre Peninsula. This conception, however,

is tpdte erroneous and cannot stand, firstly, because bare-nosed wombats arc

quite absent from the greater part of the supposed range, and secondly, because
the largest population of P. mitchelli within this range is almost impeccably
normal in its large size, and short ear, and has a low incidence of melanism.
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Clearly, if the name niger is to be used at all, it must be restricted to a small
area at the apex of Eyre Peninsula. I am of opinion, however, that as a taxo-
noiiric concept, Gould's P. nigei\ without material, authentic locality or adequate
description, and constantly susceptible of three interpretations/ is altogether
too nebulous to serve any practical purpose of classification, and its retention
(like that of Macropus elegans Lambert in the Macropodidae), will be a
stumbling block to the clarification of wombat terminology in this part of
Australia. It should cither be discarded or reduced to varietal or tetranomial
use, as Tate has done (1951).
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